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Partner with us to train the next generation of leaders in biotechnology.
ABOUT THE PROGRAM

HOW THE PROGRAM WORKS:

Monash Medicine, Nursing and Health Sciences and the Australian
Regenerative Medicine Institute (ARMI) are inviting organisations to
supervise our high-achieving students undertaking an industry
placement program of the Master of Biotechnology for a period of
three or six months.

As a host organisation, you’ll need to:

Students undertaking the placement program will have completed a
number of specialised studies, and will have some knowledge of
commercialisation, entrepreneurship and regulation in a biotechnology
context.

■

Our placement coordinator will be in constant liaison with each
industry/company.
More information about the Master of Biotechnology can be found
at study.monash

■

■

brief the student(s) on the duties assigned to them and
requirements of your workplace in regard to dress code,
confidentiality of information, workplace health and safety practices
and standards
provide regular feedback to the student(s) on their work during the
placement and report any concerns about student performance to
ARMI
return a final supervisor evaluation form to ARMI by the required
date.

Get in touch to find out more about our industry placement program.
We look forward to working with you.

HOW YOU’LL BENEFIT

Contact Us

Our skilled students can offer a fresh perspective and may add
significant value to your business.Your staff will have further invaluable
mentoring, leadership and management skill development
opportunities.

Silvio Tiziani
Director, External Strategy and Planning
Australian Regenerative Medicine Institute
T: 03 9902 9603
E: silvio.tiziani@monash.edu

By becoming one of our placement partners, you will:

■
■
■

identify prospective employees and recruit new talent
improve the quality of graduates available to your industry.
promote your organisation’s culture and industry’s potential to
future graduates.

There will be no financial cost to your organisation and you will have
the flexibility of placing students on projects or rotations that would
suit a temporary appointment.
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